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 by mikefats   

Erfolg 

"Fashionable T-shirts"

Erfolg realized a long time ago that what really appeals to the fashion

conscious is labels. The trendy shirts, underwear, tops and other clothes

that are sold here, have become a favorite with the city's in-crowd. You

can choose the color of the underwear that you like and prints of your

choice are then added to it. There is a range of motifs to choose from such

as fire, hearts, angels, televisions, a stag (!) and other weird and wonderful

creations. If you prefer uni-colored underwear then you can't go wrong

here either. All that will reveal where you bought it is the 'Erfolg's' logo.

You can also buy the 'Freitag' labels sought after bags here.

 +41 61 262 2255  www.erfolg-label.ch  mail@ichwillerfolg.ch  Spalenberg 36, Basiléia

 by Associated Fabrication   

SET&SEKT 

"Trendy and Classy Clothing"

SET&SEKT is a clothing and accessory store founded in the year 2007. It

has a careful selection of the best products by well-known fashion

designers. All its products are of high-quality that guarantees durability.

The ambiance of the store is stylish that gives you a modern and a classy

feel. So whether it is jewelry, leather goods, books, magazines, formal

wear or informal wear, they have it all.

 +41 61 271 0765 (Venue)  www.setandsekt.com/stor

e

 shop@setandsekt.com  Rümelinsplatz 5, Corinne

Grüter, Basiléia

 by Maegan Tintari   

Bally 

"Luxury Designs"

Bally is a name to be reckoned with for its leather shoes, upscale clothing,

bags and accessories. Their range for men and women features the latest

collection as well as classics that will bowl you over. Each item displayed

is unique and has a class to it that has made this Swiss label a popular one

among fashionistas. Designer bags, belts, sneakers, belts and more

showcase utmost craftsmanship.

 +41 61 271 9677

(Reservations)

 www.bally.ch/de_ch/home

/

 pressoffice@bally.ch  Freie Strasse 88, Basiléia
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